Introduction
The most interesting dynamics of a rational function occurs on its Julia set and a very natural invariant measure whose support is the Julia set is the measure of maximal entropy, see B], CG], ELyu]. We consider the following two problems: to describe all pairs of rational functions f and g such that:
(A) f and g have the same measure of maximal entropy, or the apparently weaker requirement: (B) f and g have the same Julia set.
In the present paper we solve the problem (A) for an arbitrary pair of nonexceptional (see the de nition below) rational functions, and we solve the problem (B) in the class of rational functions with Julia sets not the whole Riemann sphere, a circle (or its arc), without parabolic periodic points and singular domains of the complement of Julia set (see also Proposition 1 and Remark 6 below). By solution of the problems we mean a functional equation between f and g, which is equivalent to having the same measure of maximal entropy (maximal measure), or the same Julia set. A corollary is that in the class the maximal measure is determined by the common Julia set (rigidity of maximal measure). An application to functional equations is done.
The problems (A) and (B) are closely related to the classical problem of commuting pairs of rational functions. In order to solve the latter problem, Typeset by A M S-T E X 1 of J, Fatou and Julia described F2] , J2] all commuting rational functions under the restriction that the common Julia set J is not the whole Riemann sphere. Ritt R1] , R2] gave an algebraic solution of the problem in general: except for explicitly described cases, if f and g commute, then they have a common iterate. These exceptions are exactly the critically nite rational maps with parabolic orbifolds in modern terminology T], DH], E]. We call such functions exceptional. Recently Eremenko E] has completed the method by Fatou and Julia studying the common maximal measure of commuting rational functions in the case J = C . Note that the problems (A)-(B) do not reduce to the commuting case (see Example below).
The problems (A) and (B) Pay attention that for polynomials (A) is equivalent to (B) because the maximal measures coincide with the harmonic measure for the basin of in nity. A similar idea will be used in section 2.
Let f : C ! C be a rational function on the Riemann sphere C . Let J(f) denote its Julia set, and (f) its unique probability measure of maximal entropy, FLM], Lyu], M1]. Note that the support of (f) is J(f), and that each iterate of f has the same Julia set and the same measure of maximal entropy. In what follows we always assume that all rational functions are not critically nite with a parabolic orbifold. The critically nite rational maps with parabolic orbifolds are completely classi ed in DH] . For such functions the theorems of the paper are not true.
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1. Rational functions with the same maximal measure Theorem A. Let f; g be two non-exceptional rational functions. The following conditions are equivalent:
(A1) (f) = (g). (A2) there exist iterates F of f and G of g, such that, for some natural numbers M and N the following equality holds: Moreover, all iterates of f and g are di erent: g n = h f n 6 = f n ; n = 1; Remark 2. It is an interesting question whether ( ) can be simpli ed. For example, when (or whether) does the equation ( ) yield that F ?1 F and G ?1 G are M obius transformations, like in the Example above? We should draw the reader's attention that it is not true in general that F N = G M is equivalent to say that both functions F and G are iterates of a common rational function (up to rotations). (See R1] for an example, where Ritt writes: "...so that there exist permutable pairs of fractional functions which come neither from the multiplication theorems of the periodic functions, nor from the iteration of a function.") Let us make some more remarks. First, ( ) can be rewritten as:
where the "conjugacy" G F ?1 between G M and F N is, in general, a multi-valued. Second, iterating ( ), we can replace there M and N by jM and jN respectively, j = 1; 2; : : : . This implies that any pre-periodic point for f is also pre-periodic for g. T and for every 2 R(x) there exists n 2 N such that the following holds:
(a) the map f n : B(x; exp(? )) ! C is injective and has bounded distortion: Denote by :J ! J the projection on the 0 coordinate and by n the projection on n-th coordinate. Then for~ -almost everyx 2J there exists r = r(x) > 0 such that there exist univalent branches F n of f ?n on B( (x); r) for n = 1; 2; : : : for which F n ( (x)) = ?n (x) and 1 2 < jF 0 n ( (x))j jF 0 n (z)j < 2 for every z 2 B( (x); r); n > 0, (distances and derivatives in the Riemann metric on C ).
Moreover r is measurable functions ofx. =2 , where E = (Ẽ) and E 0 = (Ẽ 0 ), (B3) there exists r > 0 not depending onx 2Ẽ 0 such that univalent branches F n of f ?n on B( (x); r) for n = 1; 2; : : : for which F n ( (x)) = ?n (x), exist, and 1 2 < jF 0 n ( (x))j jF 0 n (z)j < 2 for every z 2 B( (x); r); n > 0, (B4) 1 n log j(f n ) 0 (x)j ! as n ! 1 uniformly on x 2 E 0 (Egoro 's Theorem), (B5) Write Ax ;N := fn : 1 n N;f n (x) 2Ẽ 0 g and write D(x;Ẽ 0 (C) Fix an arbitraryx 2Ẽ. Denote (x) by x. For every n = 1; 2; : : : write a(n) := log j(f n ) 0 (x)j. Observe that (C1) a(n + 1) a(n) + log L and by (B4), (B5) and (B1) Remark 3. In fact we have not used fully the -regularity of x, namely (B4) and (B5). We used only lim inf 1 n log j(f n ) 0 (x)j > 0 and (B3), more precisely the existence of the branch of f ?n from a big neighbourhood of f n (x) to a neighbourhood of x for a big proportion of n's. This might give a chance to get rid of measures in further considerations, i.e. to solve problem B without assuming there are no parabolic or singular domains in C n J, under some non-uniform expanding
Lemma 2. Let J be the Julia set of a non-exceptional rational function f. Fix a ball B = B(x; r) centered at x 2 J. Let H n be a sequence of holomorphic functions in B such that:
1. The sequence H n tends to a holomorphic function H in B.
2. For every n and z, z 2 B \ J () H n (z) 2 H n (B) \ J:
3. If J is the whole Riemann sphere, a circle, or an interval (in some holomorphic coordinates), then additionally, for every n, there is a constant > 0 so that (H n (A)) = (A), where = (f) and A is any set such that H n : A ! C is injective.
Then either the limit function H is constant, or H n = H for all big n.
Remark 4. A map with the properties 2. and 3. is called in L] a local symmetry on J. Note that without the assumption 3 Lemma 2 is false, all appropriate translations or rotations are local symmetries for J Riemann sphere, interval or a circle.
Proof of Lemma 2 : see L] . For the sake of completeness we reproduce the main steps of the proof here. An idea is to construct many shifts which leave the Julia set invariant. For this we consider a semi-group generated by the local symmetries H n and f ?n in neighborhoods of repelling periodic points of f.
I. Let ( n ) be any sequence of holomorphic functions univalent on a ball B(0; ") such that q n = n (0) 6 = 0, n = 1; 2; : : : , and n ! id as n ! 1. Given To prove it, we choose a sequence n i so that arg n i ! 0 and then set l i = cj j n i ]. Now the asymptotic l (z) = z+l+o(l) if z ! 1 and l ! 1 leads to the conclusion.
III.
There is no open domain U such that U T J is di eomorphic to the product of an interval and a Cantor set. A proof (due to A. Eremenko) can be found in L] .
IV. Assume that a limit function H of H n is not a constant. We can set H =id. We can assume also that H n are de ned and univalent in a ball B centered at a repelling xed point b of f (passing to an iterate) with multiplier = f 0 (b). Let F be a branch of f ?1 on B contracting to b. We let Thus the remaining case is b n 6 = b for all n. We can linearize each F n by a holomorphic Schroeder map h n , h n (0) = b n , and F by h, h(0) = b (so that h n = H ?1 n h). Then for passage maps n = h ?1 h n we apply I. If is not real we can walk in J in arbitrarily small steps in two di erent directions which gives J = C . If is real we walk at least in the direction a. We conclude that J is either C or an interval, or J is locally di eomorphic to the product of a Cantor set and an interval. The latter case is ruled out by III. In the rst two cases the measure is invariant under the shifts (by I). It is possible only if f is critically nite with parabolic orbifold (see E]).
V. Thus F = F n , i.e. F (a branch of f ?1 in a neighborhood of the repelling periodic point of f) and all H n commute. So each H n is linear in some coordinates linearizing F in which b becomes 0. If we apply the result F = F n to another repelling periodic point of f close to b, we obtain H n =id. (In L] the reader can nd a di erent argument.)
Proof of Theorem A.
A1. Let = (f) = (g), J = J(f) = J(g). Since the Lyapunov exponents f and g are positive, we can apply Lemma 1. Take < 1=2, satisfying Lemma 1 for f and g and nd the set E 1 , and numbers r 1 > J and a mapping h : X ! J for X J, a Jacobian Jac h exists and is equal to a function ' if for every Borel set A X on which h is injective, (h(X)) = R X 'd .) As we assumed (f) = (g) = , Jac H n is constant. (So in Lemma 2 we could state the assumption 3 for every case, not only J = C interval or a circle. This would simplify the proof. However in Section 2, Prop. 1, this is not so.) Therefore, by Lemma 2, for some natural numbers m; n; k, and l, and for some branches f ?n and f ?(n+l) Finally we prove that indeed f is not an automorphism (in ). To that end it is su cient to prove that for every Borel set A @U 0 with (A) > 0, contained in a disc B(z; r) so that the disc B(z; 2r) does not contain critical values for f, there exist two di erent branches F 1 ; F 2 of f ?1 so that (F i (A)) > 0 for i = 1 and i = 2. Let us use the notation ( ; w; K) for the harmonic measure of K @ viewed from w 2 for a connected domain . Going back to our situation we have (U 0 ; w; A) C < 1 for a constant C and every w 2 @(B(z; 2r) \ U 0 ). Now so (U 0 ; p; F i (A)) > 0. The proof that f is not an automorphism in is over. In general since f; g are holomorphic, their compositions and inverse branches map sets of positive harmonic measure to sets of positive harmonic measure. So we can use Lemma 1 to construct an in nite sequence of local symmetries H i of J in a neighborhood of a point a 2 @U 0 of the form H i = g l i +t+m f ?k i ?s , see Proof of Theorem A. We just nd x 2 @U 0 such that x and g t (f ?s )(x) satisfy the assertions of Lemma 1 for iteration of f and g respectively. Next we nd a 2 @U 0 as a limit of f k i (x), as in Proof of Theorem A.
Remark 6. Theorem B can be extended to rational functions with parabolic periodic points having simply connected immediate basins, by PSV].
3. Functional equations A classical result on commuting rational functions f and g states: f g = g f =) f m = g n ; for some m > 0; n > 0 (if f and g are not critically nite with the same parabolic orbifold), see Introduction.
Consider another functional equation: f 2 g = f g f; i.e. f commutes with f g. It yields f m = (f g) n (if f and f g are not critically nite with the same parabolic orbifold). This gives no direct information about g.
On the other hand, Theorem A gives a way to separate the functions f and g in an appropriate functional equation. Indeed, if f commutes with f g, then (f) = (f g) = (g) (because Jac g = Jac (f g)=(Jac f) g = Const, where = (f) = (f g)), and the equation ( ) holds. (Again, if f and g are not critically nite with the same parabolic orbifold).
The above is true of course for every functional equation between rational functions f and g whenever one can derive from the equation the coincidence of the maximal measures of f and g.
